The inter-annual variability of heat-related mortality in nine European cities (1990–2010)
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Abstract

Background: The association between heat and daily mortality and its temporal variation are well known. However, few studies have analyzed the inter-annual variations in both the risk estimates and impacts of heat. The aim is to estimate inter-annual variations in the effect of heat for a fixed temperature range, on mortality in 9 European cities included in the PHASE (Public Health Adaptation Strategies to Extreme weather events) project for the period 1990–2010. The second aim is to evaluate overall summer effects and heat–attributable deaths for each year included in the study period, considering the entire air temperature range (both mild and extreme temperatures).

Methods: A city-specific daily time-series analysis was performed, using a generalized additive Poisson regression model, restricted to the warm season (April–September). To study the temporal variation for a fixed air temperature range, a Bayesian Change Point analysis was applied to the relative risks of mortality for a 2 °C increase over the 90th percentile of the city-specific distribution. The number of heat attributable deaths in each summer were also calculated for mild (reference to 95th percentile) and extreme heat (95th percentile to maximum value).

Results: A decline in the effects of heat over time was observed in Athens and Rome when considering a fixed interval, while an increase in effects was observed in Helsinki. The greatest impact of heat in terms of attributable deaths was observed in the Mediterranean cities (Athens, Barcelona and Rome) for extreme air temperatures. In the other cities the impact was mostly related to extreme years with 2003 as a record breaking year in Paris (+ 1900 deaths) and London (+ 1200 deaths).

Conclusions: Monitoring the impact of heat over time is important to identify changes in population vulnerability and evaluate adaptation measures.
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the introduction of adaptation measures [9]. Studies comparing discrete time periods (5, 10 years) [9–12] or evaluating the overall trend [13–15] have provided evidence of such changes. Temporal variations have also been studied in relation to extreme events against a reference period or single years [16, 17] and in before-after studies comparing time periods before and after an event which might have caused a modification in the relationship [3, 18, 19]. A reduction in heat-related mortality estimates over time was observed in areas with different climatic and population characteristics and this can be attributed to the introduction of population adaptation plans, individual protection measures and more general technological improvements (e.g. air conditioning, cooling) [3, 9]. A recent European study conducted on the same cities showed a reduction in heat-related risks in mediterranean cities after 2003 [3].

Limited studies looking at the temporal variations in terms of both the overall trend and inter-annual variations have been carried out [15, 20]. The main determinants of heat-related mortality burden in a given year are the meteorological conditions a local population is exposed to. Extreme events which have had a significant burden in terms of mortality in the recent decades in Europe, include the summer of 2003 [2] and more recently 2015 [21]. Because of the increase in frequency and intensity of heat waves already observed in the last decades, and predicted for the future climate change scenarios [22], year-by-year variations in heat-related mortality, in addition to medium- and long-term changes need to be considered. In Europe, after summer 2003, the introduction of heat prevention plans may have improved awareness and adaptation among local populations. An increase in public awareness may also have occurred simply through greater media attention and the more frequent occurrence of severe heat waves in recent years [23]. Another important factor that influences heat-related mortality is previous winter season mortality; by affecting the same vulnerable population the burden in the following summer season is dependent on winter cold spells and the influenza season [24, 25]. Furthermore, considering the ageing of the European population and thus the potential increase in the number of vulnerable subjects in future years, it is important to evaluate the temporal change in both the effects and impacts of heat at the inter-annual scale. To date there is limited evidence on these aspects.

Within the EU project PHASE-Public Health Adaptation Strategies to Extreme weather events (www.phaseclimatehealth.eu), a first study was carried out to assess the change in heat vulnerability between two periods: before and after 2003 in European cities [3]. The current analysis is aimed at evaluating the temporal variation in heat-related mortality in nine European cities over a 20-year study period in the warm season (April–September). Specifically, the study will evaluate the temporal and inter-annual change in the risk response to a specific fixed temperature range by estimating the variations in the effect for a fixed air temperature interval. Secondly the study will provide summer season relative risks (RR) and impacts (in terms of heat-attributable deaths), considering both mild and extreme temperatures occurring in each summer. These estimates will describe how heat impacts vary from year to year.

**Methods**

**Dataset**

Data was collected for nine European cities (Athens, Barcelona, Budapest, Helsinki metropolitan area, Paris, London, Rome, Stockholm, Valencia), included in the PHASE project which are characterized by different climatic and socio demographic conditions. Each city provided daily mortality and meteorological data for the period 1990–2010 depending on availability. Details on city-specific datasets are provided in the previous paper by the same authors [3].

Briefly, the outcome data considered was daily mortality counts for all natural causes (ICD9: 1–799) while exposure data was daily mean air temperature (°C) calculated as the average of 3-hourly air temperature readings in the 24 h period from airport or city monitoring stations.

**Statistical methods**

In the PHASE project a preliminary analysis was conducted to select the best exposure, lag structure and confounders for modelling the relation between air temperatures and mortality and is described elsewhere [3].

To estimate the effect of heat on mortality a city-specific generalized additive regression model with a Poisson distribution, allowing for overdispersion during the warm season (April – September), was carried out:

\[
\log[E(Y_i)] = a + \text{tensor}(T_{\text{mean}}, \text{Time})
\]

\[
+ s(\text{dos}) + \text{dow} + \text{hol} + \text{wdd}
\]

Where: \(Y_i\) is the number of deaths in the day \(i\); \(T_{\text{mean}}\) is a moving average of the current day and previous \(n\) days of the daily mean air temperature \(T_{\text{mean}}\) where \(n\) is defined as the city-specific maximum significant lag; \(\text{Time}\) is the progressive count of days in the study period; \(\text{dos}\) is the day of season (values from 1 to 183) fitted with a spline with 6 dof (one for each month) to control for seasonal trends; \(\text{dow}\) and \(\text{hol}\) are categorical variables for day of the week and holidays respectively and \(\text{wdd}\) is the average daily mortality observed in the previous winter (October to March) fitted as a linear term to account for previous year winter mortality [24, 25]. This last variable was added in the model after running a sensitivity analysis on the effect modification of previous
winter mortality on the strength of summer temperatures’ effect (data not shown).

To analyze how the effect varies over time, a tensor product of the “interaction” between time and exposure was defined in order to obtain time-varying estimates. We defined two marginal basis functions \[ f(T_{\text{mean}}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_1} b_i(T_{\text{mean}})\beta_i \]

\[ g(\text{Time}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_2} a_i(\text{Time})a_i \]

where \( b_i \) is the \( i \)th basis for temperature, \( a_i \) the \( i \)th basis for time, \( \beta_i \) and \( a_i \) are unknown parameters. If we allow \( f(T_{\text{mean}}) \) (i.e. its parameters \( \beta_i \)) to vary smoothly with Time:

\[ \beta_i(T) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_2} a_i(T)a_i \]

we obtain a bivariate tensor interaction smooth:

\[ \text{Tensor}(T_{\text{mean}}, \text{Time}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_1} \sum_{i=1}^{n_2} a_i(T)a_i b_i(T_{\text{mean}}) \]

A cubic regression spline with 2 equally spaced knots was used as a smooth function for air temperature, while for time we defined a cubic regression spline with a 1 dof for each year in the study period, to allow the temperature-mortality association to vary per annum.

To address the first aim and estimate the temporal variation in mortality for a fixed interval, the percent (%) change in mortality for an increase of 2 °C above the city-specific 90th percentile of the mean air temperature distribution (study period comprised between 1990 and 2010) was calculated in each city for each summer. In order to detect significant changes in the risks of mortality due to heat over time, we applied a Bayesian Change Point (BCP) model [27] to the daily series of risk estimates. Under the hypothesis that a given time series is a sequence of contiguous blocks, such that the mean value is constant within each block, for every observation the algorithm estimates the posterior probability of being a change point, i.e. the boundary between two blocks. We ran a Markov chain Monte Carlo change point algorithm (MCMC) to identify the suitable change points by estimating the probability of a change as a function of time. For each iteration a value of \( k \), the suitable change point, was selected and two gaussian distributions with different means were estimated on the two series of estimates obtained, on the original logarithmic scale:

\[ \beta_i \sim \text{Gaussian}(\mu_1, \sigma) \quad i = 1, ..., k \]

\[ \beta_i \sim \text{Gaussian}(\mu_2, \sigma) \quad i = k + 1, ..., n \]

The Markov Chain guarantees that the \( k \) value selected at each time step depends only on the values of \( k \), \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) estimated on the previous step. At the end of the iterating process, the posterior distributions \( f(\mu_1, \beta) \) and \( f(\mu_2, \beta) \) can be estimated, as well as the probability of each \( k \) being a change point, \( p(k|\mu_1, \mu_2, \beta) \). Since the algorithm needs some iteration to start to converge towards the final result, the first iterations are not considered in the estimate of the posterior distributions (burn-in).

Each MCMC simulation consisted of 11,000 iterations (first 1000 as burn-in). To detect “significant” change-points we used an approach similar to the one adopted by Khalikely and co-authors [28]: in absence of change-points, the time-varying coefficients arising from the model should behave like a unique Gaussian distribution. 1000 random time series following a Gaussian distribution were generated, with parameters equal to the Mean and Variance of the distribution of estimated coefficients and on every series we ran the BCP algorithm. Confidence intervals were built by selecting the 975th largest change-points we used an approach similar to the one adopted by Khaliq and co-authors [28]: in absence of change-points, the time-varying coefficients arising from the model should behave like a unique Gaussian distribution. 1000 random time series following a Gaussian distribution were generated, with parameters equal to the Mean and Variance of the distribution of estimated coefficients and on every series we ran the BCP algorithm. Confidence intervals were built by selecting the 975th largest change-points we used an approach similar to the one adopted by Khaliq and co-authors [28]: in absence of change-points, the time-varying coefficients arising from the model should behave like a unique Gaussian distribution. 1000 random time series following a Gaussian distribution were generated, with parameters equal to the Mean and Variance of the distribution of estimated coefficients and on every series we ran the BCP algorithm. Confidence intervals were built by selecting the 975th largest...
Results
A first description of the data highlights that mean air temperatures show a slight increasing trend in most cities, while in terms of mortality a reduction in daily deaths is observed in several cities (ranging from −0.1 mean annual daily deaths in Barcelona to −2.7 in London) (Table 1). In Athens and Rome an increase was observed (+0.6 and +0.2 mean annual daily deaths respectively), no change was shown in Helsinki and Valencia. Mean daily deaths per year over the 20 year study period are shown in Additional file 1: Table S1. These results are confirmed when looking at the city-specific annual series of boxplots for both air temperature and daily deaths (see Additional file 2: Figures S2-S10).

Figure 1 shows the geographical heterogeneity in average summer air temperatures, with higher values among the Mediterranean cities (20–24 °C) and lower values in Scandinavian cities (12–13 °C). Furthermore, air temperatures vary throughout the 20 year period with a slight increasing trend in all cities. Peak hot summers can be easily detected in each city as well as extreme events at the European scale, such as 2003. City-specific summer air temperatures (percentile at Tref, number of days above Tref, reference air temperature at 95th percentile and corresponding percentiles in each year, maximum air temperature) are provided in Additional file 1: Table S1.

Figure 2 shows the percent change in daily mortality for a fixed air temperature range (2 °C increase in mean air temperature above the 90th percentile) in each summer (upper figure) and the probability of a change in the mortality estimates (lower figure). A geographic variability in the estimates of heat-related mortality for a fixed air temperature range is shown, with a greater effect of heat in Mediterranean cities and lowest in Scandinavian cities. In all cities, year-to-year variations can also be detected, either for single peak summers with very high estimates, annual fluctuations around similar values, or with more distinct patterns of change throughout the time series studied. Summers with few hot days contributing to the heat risk have much wider intervals.

A variation in the temporal trend can be observed in Fig. 2 and was identified by a peak in the BCP probability graph for Athens, Rome and Helsinki; with a decrease in the effect in Rome (after 2004) and in Athens (from 2000) and a rise in Helsinki (from 2002). In Barcelona, London and Paris single peak years with extremely high effect estimates (62, 29, 28%, respectively) were detected by the BCP algorithm, specifically 2003 in London and Paris and 2001 in Barcelona. In Budapest, significant effects were estimated for most summers, with a fluctuation around similar values. In Stockholm the effects, although not significant for most summers, became more consistent in more recent years. Effect estimates in Valencia were not significant for most summers and no temporal change or peak year was identified.

Figure 3 illustrates the overall summer relative risk estimates (right hand side) and attributable deaths (left hand side), for mild (light blue) and extreme heat (dark blue), for each summer. When describing the annual effects of heat, considering both risk estimates and impacts, it is clear that there was a great inter-annual variability, in particular for attributable deaths. The greatest impact of heat in terms of attributable deaths was observed among the Mediterranean cities (Athens, Barcelona and Rome) for both mild and extreme temperatures, while in the other cities the impact was mostly related to extreme heat. In Athens, when considering summer risk estimates, the declining trend was less clear compared to fixed temperature estimates. In Rome, the declining trend after 2004 was confirmed also when considering summer effect estimates (Fig. 3); however when considering attributable deaths the greatest reduction was for extremes temperatures. The overall summer analysis for Barcelona showed more variability compared to the fixed interval analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Study Period</th>
<th>Total deaths</th>
<th>Mean Temperature (°C)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mean daily</td>
<td>mean trend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELSINKIa</td>
<td>1990–2010</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKHOLM</td>
<td>1990–2010</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONDON</td>
<td>1990–2010</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>−2.7</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARIS</td>
<td>1991–2009</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>−1.4</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDAPEST</td>
<td>1992–2010</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROME</td>
<td>1992–2010</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARCELONA</td>
<td>1991–2009</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALENCIA</td>
<td>1994–2010</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATHENS</td>
<td>1992–2010</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aHelsinki metropolitan area includes 4 cities: Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kaunlainen
Fig. 1 Warm season mean temperatures by year, in the nine European cities over the period 1990–2010.

Fig. 2 Heat-related mortality effects in nine European cities for each summer (period 1990–2010). Top panel: Effects expressed as percent change in mortality for a 2 °C increase in mean temperature over the threshold; bottom panel: posterior probability of being a change point of each estimated observation from Bayesian Change Point analysis. The red dotted lines represent the statistical significance.
Considering extreme events, the year with the greatest effect estimates and impacts in terms of extreme heat was 1998 in the Mediterranean cities and in Paris and London. Two summers were exceptional in terms of effects, but only 2003 had an important impact on mortality especially for extreme air temperatures (362 heat-related deaths). In London and Paris, the overall summer analysis confirmed findings from the previous fixed temperature...
estimates; with 2003 standing out as the record breaking year both in terms of risks (percent change: London + 280% and Paris + 400%) and attributable deaths for extreme temperatures (London: +1200 and Paris: +1900 death counts). In Budapest, summer air temperature effects were significant in all summers with a considerable number of attributable deaths for extreme heat rather than for mild temperatures as observed in other cities. Conversely, to what was observed in the fixed interval analysis, summer 2007 stands out as a peak year in Budapest with very a high heat effect estimate (+80%) and impacts (217 attributable deaths on days with extreme temperatures). In Helsinki, although the effects and impacts of heat in summer were mostly non-significant, the rising trend was confirmed and the last two summers in study had the highest impacts in terms of extreme temperature attributable deaths. In Stockholm, the overall summer analysis showed a greater inter-annual variability even if non-significant effect estimates were estimated. In both Stockholm and Helsinki, 2010 was an exceptional year in terms of heat-related impacts. The overall summer analysis confirmed non significant effects for most summers in Valencia. Conversely to other Mediterranean cities, the impact of extreme temperatures in Valencia was limited compared to that observed for mild temperatures.

**Discussion**

The use of a flexible method to simultaneously estimate the time trends in heat-related mortality and the inter-annual changes due to variations in exposure or population vulnerability can help better understand the dynamics of heat-related deaths and the factors influencing it. With respect to previous studies on the same dataset comparing the effect of heat in two different periods [3], or assuming a linear trend of the effect of temperatures [14], this methodology allows a more comprehensive evaluation of the inter-annual variability of the effect of high temperatures.

Inter-annual variability is influenced by exposure and the size and characteristics (demographic phenomena and clinical conditions) of the pool of subjects most at risk. Furthermore, considering annual fluctuations in heat-related deaths, it is important to consider seasonal stressors that impact on mortality, especially among the pool of susceptible subgroups. Typically, previous winter mortality has been shown to influence the impact of heat in the following summer [24, 25, 30, 31]. High mortality winters may indeed deplete the number of high-risk individuals thus reducing the impact of heat waves the following summer, as observed in winter 2014/2015 when influenza-related deaths among the elderly peaked in many European countries [21, 32]. A sensitivity analysis was conducted, stratifying by high and low previous winter mortality, and the effect of heat was stronger in summers with a low previous winter mortality (data not shown) especially for Athens, Rome, Budapest and Helsinki. A geographical pattern in terms of years with high winter deaths was observed in the European cities included in our study, suggesting that larger scale phenomena, such as seasonal flu epidemics, can also influence mortality. The same susceptible subgroups are those mostly affected during influenza outbreaks. In recent years, a decline in flu vaccination coverage has been reported [33], potentially inflating the pool of high risk individuals. Furthermore, seasonal impacts of flu viruses also depend on vaccine composition, if there is a mismatch with respect to the dominant virus subtype, the actual coverage will be lower [32].

Speculative explanations of the observed inter-annual variability can be attributable to social or economic drivers, exposure and concomitant environmental exposures such as air pollution (traffic or forest fire emission sources). The study identified summers with extreme exposure such as 2003 that had an exceptional impact on mortality. In Paris, the death toll was outstanding, with 1900 excess deaths on the entire summer (almost the totality were attributable to extreme heat), even higher than observed in a previous French study [34] where +149% excess deaths were observed only from 1st-20th August 2003. Similarly, in London summer 2003 was denoted as exceptional both in terms of exposure and in heat-related impacts, confirming previous findings [35, 36].

In Barcelona, summer of 2001 was not extremely hot but recorded very high effect estimates: probably influenced by wildfires in the same days as the heat wave [37]. Similarly, the exceptional impact recorded in 1998 in Athens may also be affected by the forest fires episodes recorded during that summer [38]. Exceptional heat wave events explained at least in part the oversized percent change and attributable deaths due to extreme heat in the whole summer in Budapest in 2007 [39]. In Budapest, a high number of in-hospital deaths was observed during the heat wave of 2007, possibly due to the lack of air conditioning in hospital wards [40]. An other exceptional event in northern Europe was summer 2010 [41]. These events had a significant impact in Helsinki and Stockholm. In Helsinki, the greater impact may also be explained by the synergistic effect of heat waves and air pollution. In fact, long-range transport of pollutants from forest fires have been shown to have an effect on health outcomes [42].

The vulnerability of local populations to heat may increase as a consequence of climate change predicted for Europe [22] especially in those countries where these events are rare. An increasing trend in heat-related mortality in both the effect and impacts of heat was detected in Helsinki, in parallel with the rise in average summer air temperatures also described by Irannezhad [43]. Another factor, which may enhance the vulnerability to heat in
future years, especially in terms of attributable deaths, is the ageing of the European population [44] and the subsequent rise in the prevalence of chronic disease which will amplify the pool of susceptible individuals most at risk during extreme heat [45].

Studies looking at time trends of the temperature-mortality association, have suggested that the introduction of public health adaptation measures, the improvement of health care systems, the increase in air conditioning usage and the improved population awareness have helped reduce the burden of health [13, 20, 46–51]. Public health heat prevention plans have been widely introduced in the US since the 1990’s and more recently after 2003 in European countries [52, 53]. The WHO defined guidance documents with a set of core elements necessary for the prevention of heat-related health effects [54]. In Rome, the introduction of a heat prevention plan from 2004 onwards which includes GP active surveillance on susceptible elderly subgroups during heat waves may have contributed to the reduction in the impact of heat for extreme temperatures [3, 18, 55]. Although the temporal trend is less clear for London, a reduction in extreme heat attributable deaths was observed. This could be related to the introduction of the UK heat plan in 2004 as suggested by Green et al. [35] as well as a progressive decline in cardiovascular deaths in the last 30 years [56]. Previous studies conducted in England and Wales on a previous time period (1976–2005) estimated a long-term increase in heat-related mortality of 0.7 deaths per million per year [57]. In Budapest, although the heat health warning system was introduced in 2005, a decline in heat-related excess mortality has not been observed [40].

The study evaluates the temporal variations in heat-related mortality. However, some strengths and weaknesses should be acknowledged. The study has the advantage of including nine major European cities and a 20-year study period comprising the 2003 extreme event and years in which adaptation measures were introduced across Europe. The study suggests the importance of considering both the temporal changes in risk estimates of heat as well as in the burden on local populations during the entire summer season as they can provide relevant complementary information. Although summer estimates of heat-related deaths for a single year are less robust due to the limited number of days in the study period, they can be a useful tool to make comparisons within a city over time. Furthermore, for modeling purposes, we were only able to select total mortality for all ages, as the tensor smoother requires a considerable number of daily outcome counts in order to converge. Another potential limitation worth mentioning is that estimates were not adjusted for air pollutants, due to data and model limitations. The primary interest here was to consider inter-annual variations within cities over time. The role of air pollutants as potential confounders and/or effect modifiers could be addressed in a further study on heat wave episodes.

The study allows to collect information in terms of inter-annual variations in the mortality burden related to heat which depend on the relative risk, but also on the specific air temperature range experienced by the local population, the occurrence of extreme events, the size of the pool of susceptible subgroups. The observed changes need to be taken into account when planning adaptation strategies at local or European scale, results suggest the need for a periodical update of heat-response plans and a progressive extension to regions not covered yet. Future research on heat-related vulnerability factors should address their role in explaining long-term temporal trends rather than inter-annual variations.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the study shows that the association between heat and mortality has an inter-annual variability which depends on several concomitant factors, with summer temperatures and population vulnerability playing a key role. Therefore, future studies focusing on the burden of temperatures within a specific summer require data from both relative risk, which measures population response to heat, and the attributable risk, or burden. Annual fluctuations are important for both research and public health, especially when considering the increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme events predicted under future climate change. Adequate adaptation measures in the short-term and more structured mitigation policies in the long term are needed not only in the warmer Mediterranean countries but also in the cooler northern European regions, in order to potentially reduce present and future risks and improve responses in urban areas.
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